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(57) ABSTRACT 

A multiplexed address and data bus are provided for trans 
ferring data between two microprocessors. The multiplexed 
address and data bus include a plurality of multiplexed lines 
for communicating between the two microprocessors. A 
read/write Signal line is also provided for communicating 
between the two microprocessors for indicating whether a 
read or a write operation is to be performed. A chip Select 
line is provided for transitioning to an enable condition 
during a data transfer cycle. A data Strobe line is in com 
munication between the two microprocessors and provides a 

(22) Filed: Apr. 20, 2001 Strobe Signal for each Sequence of a data transfer cycle. 
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METHOD OF MULTIPLEXED ADDRESS AND 
DATABUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Technical Field 
0002 The present invention relates generally to a com 
munication architecture for communication between two 
microprocessors. More particularly, the invention relates to 
an address/data parallel bus architecture which allows com 
munication between two System on chip (SOC) micropro 
CCSSOS. 

0003 2. Discussion 
0004 Current production vehicles have a variety of sys 
tems which are now controlled by microprocessors For 
example, the operation of the vehicle engine is typically 
controlled by one microprocessor, and the operation of the 
vehicle transmission is typically controlled by another 
microprocessor. In Some types of vehicles, yet another 
microprocessor may be used for controlling vehicle Systems 
Such as Security, navigation, and Safety Systems Such as 
anti-lock brakes and crash management devices. AS the 
vehicle Systems become more complex, it is necessary for 
the various microprocessors to share commonly used infor 
mation. 

0005 System-on-chip (SOC) microcontroller architec 
ture demands that most functions of an electronic control 
unit (ECU) be integrated onto one piece of silicon. The result 
is a SOC ECU digital core that ends up being a very large, 
complex piece of silicon. These SOC devices also have 
multi-faceted operational requirements, and thus are usually 
challenged by a multitude of simultaneous tasks. When 
adding functionality to these complex ECUs, Simplicity of 
interface to the Software is of prime importance. 
0006 When multiple ECU digital cores are housed on 
one physical box, often large amounts of data sharing 
between the ECU's must be accomplished. Each ECU has its 
own set of input and output functional requirements to 
perform its overall tasks. With present requirements these 
input and output functions translate into a large number of 
pins on the Side of the Silicon die as well as a large amount 
of processing power to handle these inputs and outputs. 
Sharing of Some input/output functions between the digital 
cores housed in a Single box becomes the economical choice 
to keep pin counts low and to keep processor burden low. 
0007 For example, two very large SOC ECU silicon 
digital cores could be an engine control function and a 
transmission control function. For optimal performance 
these two cores must share large amounts of data, and they 
must do the data sharing in real-time. The delays that are 
typical of a serial communication link between the ECUs 
may prohibit certain types of feature development, due to the 
delays and complexities that are inherent in Serial commu 
nication linkS. For quick reliable communications between 
the two cores, a parallel bus architecture between the cores 
(which could place data to be communicated between the 
cores in Specific registers for both sides to use) has been 
discovered to be the most efficient way to accomplish the 
task. 

0008 Accordingly, it is desirable to provide an address/ 
data bus for communicating between two vehicle based 
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microprocessors. It is further desirable to provide an 
address/data bus with minimized pin count which reduces 
the effects of electromagnetic interference (EMI). Finally, it 
is desirable to provide an address/data bus which allows for 
bus acceSS between microprocessor cores which are running 
at different System clock Speeds. 
0009. These and other objects are obtained by providing 
a multiplexed address and data bus controlled by a bus 
master for communication between two microprocessors. 
The multiplexed address and data bus include a plurality of 
multiplexed address and data lines in communication 
between the two microprocessors. A read/write control Sig 
nal line is provided in communication between the two 
microprocessors for communicating whether a read or a 
write operation is to be performed. A chip Select line is in 
communication between the two microprocessors, the chip 
Select line transitioning to an enable condition during a data 
transfer cycle. A data Strobe line communicates between the 
two microprocessors, the data Strobe line providing a plu 
rality of Signals for each data transfer cycle wherein each 
data transfer cycle includes a plurality of write and read 
Sequences which are initiated by the Signals from the data 
strobe line. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 Additional objects, advantages and features of the 
present invention will become apparent from the following 
description and appended claims, taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings in which: 
0011 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the data bus 
architecture for communicating between two different 
microprocessors in accordance with a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0012 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the dual port RAM 
address Space according to the principles of the present 
invention; 
0013 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the pinout 
architecture of the address/data bus architecture of the 
present invention; and 
0014 FIG. 4 is a timing diagram of the address/data bus 
architecture in accordance with the teachings of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0.015 Referring now to FIG. 1, the bus architecture for a 
dual port RAM system 10 of the present invention is shown. 
More particularly, the bus architecture 10 includes a dual 
port ram 12 which includes a 128-word array of dual port 
ram, which is divided into two separate 64-word addressable 
blocks 12A, 12B. The engine data block 12A is read/writable 
by an engine control unit 14 and read-only by the transmis 
Sion control unit 16. The transmission data block 12B is 
read-only by the engine control unit 14 and read/writable by 
the transmission control unit 16 as illustrated in FIG. 2. As 
most clearly seen in FIG. 2, the dual port ram 10 includes 
control registers of which the engine data block 12A 
includes transmission data interrupt enable registers 18 
(TDIER0:TDIER3) which are read/writable by the engine 
control unit 14 and read-only by the transmission control 
unit 16. The engine data block 12A also includes a trans 
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mission control register 20 (TCR) which is read/writable by 
the engine control unit 14 and read-only by the transmission 
control unit 16. The transmission data block 12B includes 
engine data interrupt enable registers 22 
(EDIERO: EDIER3), which are read-writable by the trans 
mission control unit 16 and read-only by the engine control 
unit 14. The transmission data block 12B also includes an 
engine control register 24 (ECR) which is read/writable by 
the transmission control unit 16 and read-only by the engine 
control unit 14. 

0016. The dual port ram 12 also includes a plurality of 
Status registers. Specifically, the engine data block 12A 
includes transmission data Status registers 26 
(TDSR0:TDSR3) which are read/writable by the engine 
control unit 14 and read-only by the transmission control 
unit 16. The engine data block 12A also includes a trans 
mission status register 28 (TSR) which is read/writable by 
the engine control unit 14 and read-only by the transmission 
control unit 16. The transmission data block includes engine 
data status registers 30 (EDSR0:EDSR3) which are read/ 
writable by the transmission control unit 16 and read-only 
by the engine control unit 14. The transmission data block 
12B also includes an engine status register 32 (ESR) which 
is read/writable by the transmission control unit 16 and 
read-only by the engine control unit 14. 

0.017. The dual portram 12 has a capability of generating 
an interrupt request to the engine control unit 14 and the 
transmission control unit 16. The device interrupt request 
line 34 may signal the engine control unit 14 upon one or 
more writes to the dual portram 12B from the transmission 
control unit 16 or when a transmission control unit reset has 
occurred. The engine control unit interrupt request line 34 
may be used by the engine control unit 14 as an interrupt 
request line or a flag at an input pin. The interrupt request is 
optional and is controlled by interrupt enable registers 18 
(TDIERO:TDIER3). 
0.018. The dual port ram 12 can also signal the transmis 
Sion control unit 16 via the transmission control unit inter 
rupt request line 36 upon one or more writes to the dual port 
ram 12A from the engine control unit 14 or when an engine 
control unit reset has occurred. The interrupt request is 
optional, controlled by the interrupt enable registers 22 
(EDIERO: EDIER3). 
0019. The transmission control unit reset 40 (FIG. 1) will 
clear the engine data status registers 30 (EDSR0:EDSR3), 
engine data interrupt enable registers 22 (EDIER0:EDIER3) 
and engine control register 24 (ECR). In addition, the 
transmission control unit reset 40 will set the transmission 
reset bit in the transmission status register 28 (TSR) to 
inform the engine control unit 14 of the reset from the 
transmission control unit 16. The transmission reset bit will 
be held logic one for the duration of the transmission control 
unit reset and will Stay logic one after transmission reset 
until cleared by the engine control unit. The engine control 
unit reset 42 will clear the transmission data Status registers 
26 (TDSR0:TDSR3), the transmission data interrupt enable 
register 18 (TDIER0:TDIER3) and the transmission control 
register 20 (TCR). Furthermore, the engine control unit reset 
42 will Set the engine control unit reset bit in the engine 
status register 32 (ESR) to inform the transmission control 
unit 16 of the reset from the engine control unit 14. The 
engine control unit reset bit will be held logic one for the 
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duration of the engine control unit reset and Stay logic one 
after engine reset until cleared by the transmission control 
unit 16. 

0020. The engine data registers 46 (ED0:ED63) are 64 
word-wide RAM registers. These ram registers 46 are read/ 
writable by the engine control unit 14 and read-only by the 
transmission control unit 16. The engine data registerS 46 
(ED0:ED63) are full dual port ram with no component level 
hardware or Software arbitration logic required to acceSS 
these memory locations. The transmission data registers 48 
(TD0:TD63) are similarly 64 word-wide ram registers. 
These ram registers 48 are read/writable by the transmission 
control unit 16 and read-only by the engine control unit 14. 
They are full dual port ram with no component level 
hardware or Software arbitration logic required to acceSS 
these memory locations. 
0021. The transmission data status registers 26 
(TDSR0:TDSR3) are 416-bit transmission data status reg 
isters. These registers 26 are readable by the engine control 
unit 14 and the transmission control unit 16 and only writes 
of a logic 1 by the engine control unit 14 have an effect on 
the registers. The bits within the transmission data Status 
registers are Set by occurrences of write operations to the 
transmission data registers 48 (TD0:TD63) respectively 
from the transmission control unit 16. A logic 1 in each 
Single bit of the transmission data Status registers 26 
(TDSR0:TDSR3) signals that a write operation to the asso 
ciated transmission data register 48 has occurred. The bits 
are defined as (STD0:STD63), which means status of trans 
mission data 0 to 63. (e.g., bit STD5 represents the data 
status of TD5). Bits STD0:STD63 can only be cleared by 
Writing a 1 to the bit location by the engine control unit 14. 
Writes of logic 0 by the engine control unit 16 to status bits 
(STD0:STD63) have no effect. The bits STD0:STD63 in 
registers 26 (TDSR0:TDSR3), if represented by a 1 indicate 
a write operation has occurred to the associated transmission 
data register by the transmission control unit 16 Since the 
Status bit was last cleared, and a 0 indicates that no write to 
the associated transmission data register has occurred since 
the Status bit was last cleared. 

0022. The engine data status registers 30 
(EDSR0:EDSR3) are 4 16-bit engine data status registers. 
These registers 30 are readable by engine control unit 14 and 
transmission control unit 16 and only writes of a logic 1 by 
the transmission control unit 16 have an effect on the 
registers. Bits SED0:SED63 in the engine data status reg 
isters 30 (EDSRO: EDSR3) are set by occurrence of write 
operations to the engine data registers 46 (ED0:ED63) 
respectively from the engine control unit 14. A logic 1 in 
each Single bit of the engine data Status registers 30 
(EDSR0:EDSR3) signals that a write operation to the asso 
ciated engine data register 46 has occurred. The bits are 
defined as SED0:SED63 which means status of EDO to 
ED63. (e.g., the bit SED5 represents the data status of 
ENGINE DATA REGISTER 5 (ED5)). The bits 
SED0:SED63 can only be cleared by writing a one to the bit 
location by the transmission control unit 16. Writes of a 
logic 0 by the transmission control unit 16 to the status bits 
SEDO:SED63 have no effect. The Status bits SED0:SED63 
in the engine data status registers 30 (EDSR0:EDSR3) is set 
at 1 if a write operation has occurred to the associated engine 
data register 46 (ED0:ED63) by the engine control unit 14 
Since the status bit was last cleared. A Zero (0) in Status bits 
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SED0:SED63 indicates that no write to the associated 
engine data register 46 has occurred since last cleared. 

0023 The transmission status register 28 (TSR) is a 16 
bit register containing the Status of the transmission control 
unit 16. The transmission status register 28 is read/writable 
by the engine control unit 14 and read-only by the trans 
mission control unit 16. The transmission data interrupt 
enable registers 18 (TDIER0:TDIER3) are 4 16-bit trans 
mission interrupt enable control registers. These registers 18 
are readable/writable by the engine control unit 14 and 
read-only by the transmission control unit 16. The engine 
data interrupt enable registers 22 (EDIER0:EDIER3) are 4 
16 bit engine interrupt enable control registers. These reg 
isters 22 are readable/writable by the transmission control 
unit 16 and read-only by the engine control unit 14. The 
transmission control register 20 (TCR) is a 16 bit transmis 
Sion control register. The transmission control register 20 is 
readable/writable by the engine control unit 14 and read 
only by the transmission control unit 16. 
0024. The engine status register 32 (ESR) is a 16 bit 
register containing the Status from the engine control unit 14. 
The engine Status register 32 is read/writable by the trans 
mission control unit 16 and read-only by the engine control 
unit 14. 

0025 The engine control register 24 (ECR) is a 16 bit 
engine control register. The engine control register 24 is 
readable/writable by the transmission control unit 16 and 
read-only by the engine control unit 14. 
0026. The control logic state machine 50 in the dual port 
ram 10 looks for write commands from either side of the 
dual port ram 12A, 12B into the appropriate ram registers. 
The state machine 50 will then set the appropriate write flag 
indicator in a Status register when a valid write into a dual 
port ram register occurs. Both controllers 14, 16 have acceSS 
to the write flag indicators to check whether they are set or 
clear. A number of protocols could be used between the 
controllers 14, 16 for Setting and clearing the flags. AS 
discussed above, FIG. 2 reveals how the flags are to be 
visible to both microprocessors 14, 16. There are two sides 
to the dual port ram 10: the local transmission control unit 
Side and an “engine control unit Side'. Each Side has its own 
read/writable Space where it places data to be sent and each 
has its own readable Space where each is Supposed to read 
out received data. 

0027. The present invention employs a custom address/ 
data parallel bus structure which communicates between the 
two microprocessor-based System on chip (SOC) digital 
cores 14, 16 (i.e., the engine and transmission controllers) to 
provide a fast operating parallel address and data buS 60 with 
a low overall cost. Because the bus 60 is only active when 
required, electromagnetic interference is minimized. The 
dual port RAM 12A, 12B, described above, is resident on 
the silicon of one of the two microprocessor cores 16. While 
the core 14 accesses the RAM 12 through the new external 
custom bus 60 of the present invention. The other core 16 
has a Standard on-chip address and data bus. 
0028. In order to minimize the number of pins or con 
nections required for the engine control unit 14, the present 
invention utilizes a method of multiplexing the pins to 
reduce the required number of pins. (The addition of pins on 
the Side of a piece of Silicon translates directly into cost, 
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Since the Silicon die Size may need to increase in order to 
accommodate the extra pins required for the custom bus.) 
0029. With continued reference to FIG. 1, and in par 
ticular as detailed in FIG. 2, the custom bus of the present 
invention only requires eleven pins to fully implement 256 
locations of word-wide data transfer. For the eight pins 62 in 
FIG.3 referenced MAD7:MAD0, each pin 62 is used for 
three items: address, data-high-byte, and data-low-byte. 
These eight multiplexed address and data pins 62 are pro 
vided for de-coding the 256 word-wide (16-bit) locations. 
Multiplexed with the eight address bit lines are the 16-bit 
data lines which themselves are multiplexed since only eight 
pins are used to realize the address and data portions of this 
bus 60. The bus 60 supports bidirectional transfer of data 
dependent on the state of the read/write (MR/W) line 64 
during the transfer. MR/W 64 is the read/write control signal 
from the engine controller 14. This signal is invalid unless 
MCS is active. The bus requires strobe lines MCS 66 and 
MDS 68 from the bus master to ensure data coherency. The 
MCS 66 is the chip select input from the external bus master 
device. This normally high Signal transitions to a low level 
(active low) from the external device which must remain 
low for the duration of a multiplexed address and data bus 
cycle. It must also transition to the inactive State at the 
conclusion of the bus cycle. 
0030) The MDS 68 is the combined strobe for both 
address and data. The MDS 68 is also normally high when 
inactive and transitions to low (active low) for its strobing 
operation. The MDS line 68 will strobe low three times for 
each multiplexed address and data (MAD) bus cycle while 
MCS is low. It should be specifically noted that for a MAD 
bus cycle that if MCS transitions low then high with any 
number of MDS strobes other than three, the MAD bus cycle 
will be ignored by the non-bus master. In this case, no input 
will be generated by the non-bus master for a write cycle, or 
for a read cycle the MAD 7:0 lines will not deliver proper 
information on the MAD 7:0 lines. An interrupt request 
capability (DIRQ) is included in the bus architecture via line 
70. 

0031. The multiplexed address and data bus 60 has only 
one bus master which is resident on the engine control unit 
14. In the present invention, microprocessors 14, 16 are bus 
masters of one of the two ports going into the dual port ram 
12 wherein one of the ports is totally internal to the system 
on chip that contained the dual port ram 12, and the other 
port is the external multiplexed address and data bus to the 
other microprocessor 14. With the custom bus 60 of the 
present invention, fully Static, asynchronous transfer capa 
bility is provided So that communication between controllers 
of different bus speeds (within a range) and totally separate 
clock Sources can be accomplished. 
0032. When no bus transfer is in progress the specialized 
address and data lines (MAD7:0) 62 are preferably kept at 
a logic low level. The two strobe lines MCS 66, MDS 68 are 
kept at a logic level high. The data direction select (MR/W) 
line 64 is preferably kept at a logic high. This type of 
operation reduces EMI radio frequency emissions. 
0033 Turning now to FIG. 4, the timing diagram for the 
address/data bus is described in more detail. When a bus 
transfer is required, the bus master from the engine control 
ler 14 shall perform the following procedure. First, the bus 
master initially sets the chip select strobe (MCS) line 66 low, 
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as indicated at til and the state of the read/write line (MR/W) 
64 is set to the proper level dependent on the direction of the 
data transfer required (either a read or a write). Second, the 
bus master preferably Sets the State of the desired address on 
the (MAD7:0) lines 62 at t2. Next, after the address value 
has settled on the bus, the bus master shall strobe the data 
strobe line (MDS) 68 down once for a short duration as 
indicated at t3. The first strobe tells the non-bus master to 
latch in the states of the MAD7:0 lines 62 as the address 
value for this bus cycle. Also the state of the M R/W line 64 
is latched to tell the non-bus master to either: expect more 
data input from the MAD7:0 lines 62 for a write bus cycle, 
or get data ready to be transferred out on the MAD7:0 lines 
for a read cycle. 
0034. The bus cycle continues in two different ways 
depending on the data transfer direction. For a write opera 
tion from the bus master the bus cycle is performed as 
follows. The multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) 62 
are Set by the bus master to contain the data high byte that 
is to be stored at the location specified by the first data strobe 
as indicated at t4. The MDS line 68 is strobed low for a short 
duration (as indicated at t5) to inform the non-bus master to 
latch the value at MAD7:0 as the data high byte value. The 
multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) are set by the bus 
master to contain the data low byte that is to be stored at the 
location specified by the first data Strobe (as indicated at t6). 
The MDS line is then strobed low for a short duration (as 
indicated at t7) to inform the non-bus master to latch the 
value at MAD7:0 as the data low byte value. The received 
16 bit data is written into dual port RAM location at t7. 
0035. For a read operation from the bus master, the bus 
cycle is performed as follows. First, the non-bus master must 
fetch the data to be sent back to the bus master. Next, the 
multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) 62 are set by the 
non-bus master to the data high byte that was fetched from 
the location Specified by the first data Strobe. A specific 
requirement for the Speed at which this fetch occurs by the 
non-bus master is needed because the non-bus master must 
fetch the data and place this data out onto the data bus for 
the bus master to access. The bus master is in control of the 
read operation. It will be guaranteed that the bus master will 
not access the data for a specific time So that the non-bus 
master has time to fetch its data. Next, the MDS data strobe 
line 68 is strobed low (at t5) by the bus master for a short 
duration to inform the non-bus master that the bus master 
has latched the value at MAD7:0 as the data high byte value. 
The bus master shall latch the data received from the 
non-bus master on the multiplexed information lines 
(MAD7:0) 62 as the data high byte value from the non-bus 
master during the Strobe. The end of the Second Strobe Signal 
indicated to the non-bus master that it can change the data 
value on the multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) 62. At 
this point, the multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) 62 
are set by the non-bus master to contain the data low byte 
that was obtained from the location specified by the first data 
Strobe Signal (at t6). The non-bus master must change the 
value to the low byte data within a certain amount of time 
because the bus master initiates the final Strobe Signal. 
0036) The MDS data strobe line 68 is strobed low (at t7) 
by the bus master for a short duration to inform the non-bus 
master that it has latched the value at MAD7:0 as the data 
low byte value. This informs the non-bus master that this bus 
cycle is complete and it should stop driving the multiplexed 
information lines (MAD7:0) 62 immediately, since a new 
bus cycle may commence Soon. 
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0037. The bus cycle completes by the bus master negat 
ing the MDS line 68 by taking it to a logic level high (as 
indicated at t8), then negating the chip select line (MCS) 66 
by forcing it to a logic high level (as indicated at t9), then 
driving the multiplexed information lines (MAD7:0) 62 to a 
low logic level for minimizing EMI concerns. The bus is 
now ready for its next bus cycle. 
0038. The custom bus also contains some logic to mini 
mize improper bus cycles from corrupting data. The non-bus 
master unit counts the number of data Strobes during a bus 
cycle for the proper count. If the unit's State machine does 
not count exactly three data Strobes during the transfer 
(which is defined as one cycle of chip Select low), then the 
cycle is flagged as invalid, and the data transfer is ignored. 
0039 The foregoing discussion discloses and describes 
exemplary embodiments of the present invention. One 
skilled in the art will readily recognize from Such discussion, 
and from the accompanying drawings and claims, that 
various changes, modifications, and variations can be made 
therein without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the 
invention as defined in the following claims. 

1. A multiplexed address and data bus controlled by a bus 
master for communication between two microprocessors, 
comprising: 

a plurality of multiplexed address and data lines in 
communication between the two microprocessors, 

a read/write control signal line in communication between 
the two microprocessors for communicating whether a 
read or a write operation is to be performed; 

a chip Select line in communication between the two 
microprocessors, Said chip Select line transitioning to 
an enable condition during a data transfer cycle; and 

a data Strobe line in communication between the two 
microprocessors, Said data Strobe line providing a 
Strobe each time a valid address and again each time 
valid data appears on Said plurality of multiplexed 
address and data lines wherein Said Strobe occurring 
during Said time Said valid address appears on Said 
multiplexed address and data lines initiates one of a 
write and read Sequence. 

2. (cancelled) 
3. A method of multiplexed address and data transfer for 

communicating between two microprocessors, comprising 
the Steps of: 

providing a chip Select Strobe Signal to initiate a data 
transfer cycle and maintaining Said chip Select Strobe 
Signal during a duration of Said data transfer cycle; 

providing a read/write line qualifier Signal to identify 
whether a read or a write data transfer operation is to be 
performed; and 

providing a data Strobe Signal that Steps one of the 
microprocessors through the data transfer cycle 
wherein address information is transferred during a first 
data Strobe of Said data Strobe Signal and at least one 
data String is transferred during Subsequent data Strobes 
of Said data Strobe Signal. 

4. (cancelled) 


